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RELIANCE 23rd August 2019

Weekly chart of GAIL reveals that demand is increasing and supply is

diminishing. Channel support line from lower levels is displaying trend

reversal and creates buying opportunity at current juncture. As of now,

stock is taking support from its ascending triangle resistance line on

monthly chart which augur well for the Bulls and indicate surge on upside .

Apart from this, rising Histogram in MACD daily signals optimism, which

further suggest upside move in the counter in coming sessions. BUY GAIL

AROUND 140-145, ON DIP 120-125 SL 110(CLOSING BASIS), TARGET 180-

200

RECL 25th June 2019

On daily scale RELIANCE has formed a DB around 1095 and after forming

DB it has moved in impulse towards 1304.45, now it is trading in wave 2

and retraced 37.5% of just preceding impulse (wave1) and yesterday it has

opened the door for wave 3. In case of normal wave 2 formation we advise

to buy in the range of 1255 to 1235 and if it enters in complex wave 2 then

we further recommend to accumulate in the range of 1173-1147. Here

wave1 is strong so wave 2 never be complex in normal case as it has

already given indication of less than 50% retracement. Hence we

recommend buy for the price target of 1333 and 1375 with 1072 (on

closing basis) as stop loss.

GAIL 10th July 2019

Scrip is moving in a well defined ascending channel with multiple touch

point and appears to be having a strong support around 138- 142 levels as

it bounced back couple of time from the demand line. It also maintained its

uptrend on the long term chart and is trading well above its short and long

term moving averages(20/ 50 /200 DMA). The momentum oscillator, RSI is

also favors the price pattern. One can accumulate the stock around 155

and lower around 138-142 zone for an upside target of 220/260 and a stop

loss should maintain 125 closing basis.
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Trading Calls

SUNPHARMA 30th August 2019 Value % Change

Index traded with a negative sentiment throughout the yesterday;

however market witnessed intensified selloff in the last trading hours

pushing Nifty below 10700 marks. Moreover, Index is progressing in

its 5 th wave of major C wave, indicating negative bias to continue

unless it breaches high of wave-4 placed at 10885 till then down

move can extend towards previous low placed around 10635 and

lower towards 10550.

The stock has given a bullish breakout above 200 DMA. A positive

divergence was also formed in Stochastic on daily chart. Therefore some

upward rally is expected  in the stock in short term.

10737.50

Support S2 : 10580

Resistance R1 : 10740 R2 : 10780

0.31%

S1: 10630

 Market Outlook

1 Day 1 Week 1 Month 1 Year 

Auto Components (1.33) (3.43) 1.43 (32.31)

Automobiles (1.61) (5.64) (0.95) (32.49)

Chemicals (0.73) (1.26) 0.47 0.69

Construction & Engineering (1.42) (3.95) (3.09) (9.36)

Construction Materials (1.87) (2.65) (6.09) (7.28)

Diversified Financial Services (1.05) (3.72) (4.60) (6.05)

Electrical Equipment (0.98) (1.38) (0.54) (14.64)

Energy (2.07) (1.76) (4.72) (10.09)

Financials (1.20) (3.63) (4.67) (2.21)

Health Care (1.24) (2.43) 1.86 (20.00)

Household Durables (0.89) (0.07) 1.87 (3.35)

Household & Personal Products (0.47) 1.36 0.89 1.43

Information Technology (1.39) (0.84) (0.57) (1.06)

Metals/Mining/Minerals (1.46) (1.77) (1.11) (34.74)

Telecom 0.73 (1.97) (5.38) (18.91)

Utilities (0.96) (0.73) 0.45 (5.83)

Sectoral Performance (%)

INDEX FUTURES

INDEX OPTIONS

STOCK FUTURES

STOCK OPTIONS (39)

FII DERIVATIVES POSITION FOR 19-September-2019

 Net (Amt. in crs)

(1,700)

2,848

(408)

FII Buy(cr.) Sell(cr.) Net(cr.)

19-Sep-19 2,511 3,403 (893)

Sep-19 43,794 52,021 (8,227)

DII Buy(cr.) Sell(cr.) Net(cr.)

19-Sep-19 3,093 2,447 646

Sep-19 38,355 30,171 8,185

Institutional Turnover



Participant wise Open Interest  In Equities Derivative (no. of contracts)

DII FII Pro Other DII FII Pro Other

Future Index 79383 61712 33439 192613 Future Index 12366 185163 28861 140757

Future Stock 20096 976750 200107 805560 Future Stock 1045045 600926 125551 230991

Option Index Call 33132 159781 144932 591453 Option Index Call 0 154183 258406 516709

Option Index Put 99979 335351 139807 293771 Option Index Put 0 104498 150628 613782

Option Stock Call 0 20974 54391 354720 Option Stock Call 1324 24669 165072 239020

Option Stock Put 0 18671 82543 135360 Option Stock Put 0 14562 71339 150673

High ES & Low PS Stock Showing Strength

BSE Code    1 Month Return % BSE Code    1 Month Return %

531768 POLYMED 21.4 512529 SEQUENT 25.0

506820 ASTRAZEN 18.1 531266 VSTTILLERS 14.7

530019 JUBILANT 16.9 512573 AVANTI 14.4

533179 PERSISTENT 16.2 500495 ESCORTS 10.1

501455 GREAVESCOT 16.1 532268 ACCELYA 9.9

500123 DRBECK 16.0 506690 UNICHEMLAB 9.3

500660 GLAXO 15.1 500049 BEL 8.5

532689 PVR 13.8 512161 8KMILES 6.5

532504 NAVINFLUOR 13.5 500690 GSFC 6.5

507880 VIPIND 13.1 500407 SWARAJENG 6.4

BSE Code BSE Code    1 Month Return %

531508 EVEREADY (36.1) 505192 SMLISUZU (13.9)

500111 RELCAPITAL (33.5) 509496 ITDCEM (13.7)

532667 SUZLON (32.6) 515030 ASAHIINDIA (11.9)

531548 SOMANYCERA (32.4) 500380 JKLAKSHMI (10.1)

500187 HSIL (30.7) 532810 PFC (9.2)

531737 GREENCREST (22.8) 532700 ENIL (8.9)

532922 EDELWEISS (21.9) 532538 ULTRACEMCO (8.3)

500253 LICHSGFIN (20.8) 500387 SHREECEM (7.7)

532483 CANBK (19.5) 532454 BHARTIARTL (6.5)

532839 DISHTV (18.9) 523457 LINDEINDIA (5.9)

* PS- Price Score is of a companiy is relative price performance in multiple time-frame 

# Analysis shown here is only for companies with market cap more than Rs 1,000 Cr.

20-09-19

* ES- Earning Score is average of EM (Earning Momentum defined as relative performance in terms of operating profit growth) and EQ

(Earning Quality defined as relative balance sheet strength in terms of debt and working capital)
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Long  Position Short  Position

High ES & High PS Stock Maintaining Strength

NSE CODE NSE CODE

Low ES & Low PS Stock  Maintaining Weakness Low ES & High PS Stock Showing Weakness

NSE CODE    1 Month Return % NSE CODE



No Date Type Buy/Sell Stock Entry1 Entry2 SL Tgt 1 Tgt 2

1 03-Aug-19 STDC BUY SUNPHARMA 437.5 417.5 404 470 498

2 23-Aug-19 STDC BUY RELIANCE 1203 - 1071 1333 1375

3 10-Jul-19 STDC BUY GAIL 142.5 122.5 110 180 200

4 25-Jun-19 STDC BUY RECLTD 158 140 125 220 260

20-09-19
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STDC  (4)

STDC / R25 Open Calls for 20-09-2019 (4)



16-Sep-19

NIFTY LEVEL

Resistance 2 11200 Near 200 DMA

Resistance 1 11150 Neckline of H&S

Close 11080

Support 1 10885 Low of long Bull candle

Support 2 10780 Low of Left Shoulder of H&S

JUSTIFICATION
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Nifty Weekly 

VIEW

CHART ANALYSIS

SUPPORT & RESISTANCE LEVELS

After going to & fro between gains and losses, domestic market tried to find out direction in northward 
side amid hopes of another rate cut by RBI along with the de escalation of trade war between US - China 
which lent further support. Softening crude oil prices was another factor which propped positive sentiment 
among market sentiment. Indian market also joined the global market which is trading near their six week 
high on the back of positive global cues. As long as indices hold their previous swing low, bias will remain 
positive. 
  
Technical Outlook- 
a) Nifty recouped its early losses and closed above 11k 
b) Formation of Inverted head and shoulder is still running and as long as index sustain above 10780 level, 
this formation will remain intact 
c) Emergence of long bull candle on weekly chart suggest bullish bias in  coming week   
d) Index can retest the neckline of 11150- 11200 (200 DMA's) zone where it can face resistance 
e) Fresh buying is only expected above 11150- 11200 zone (200 DMA's) till then nifty will consolidate 
further. While crossing above the same, it can extend gain up to 11310 level.  
f) While support is shifted higher towards 10885 followed by 10780 levels. 

 



16-Sep-19

RESISTANCE/SUPPORT BANKNIFTY LEVEL 

Resistance 2 28605

Resistance 1 28315

Close 28099

Support 1 27551

Support 2 27380
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Banknifty Weekly 

VIEW

CHART ANALYSIS

SUPPORT & RESISTANCE LEVELS

In line with our expectation Banknifty continued its upward rally throughout last week and closed the week 
with a net gain of 3% over its previous week's close. The buying was witnessed across the board. However 
State Bank of India, ICICI Bank and Indusind Bank were on the buyers' radar.  
 
OBSERVATIONS: 
1) Banknifty gave a bullish breakout of 'Symmetrical Triangle' pattern on daily chart. 
2) Banknifty has rebound from its multi-year support zone of (26500-26389).  
 
According to the above observations it can be concluded that the near term trend of Banknifty is looking 
positive. The index has given a bullish breakout of 'Symmetrical Triangle' pattern last week and the pattern 
target of the index is 29600. On the upward path Banknifty may find some resistances at 28605 and then 
28980. Therefore we recommend holding / initiating long positions by placing stop loss at 27380 (closing 
basis) 



16-Sep-19

USDINR LEVEL

Resistance 2 72.60

Resistance 1 72.1

Close 70.98

Support 1 70.84

Support 2 70.10
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USDINR Weekly 

VIEW

CHART ANALYSIS

SUPPORT & RESISTANCE LEVELS

Easing trade tension between US & China and stimulus package announced by ECB had given some relief 
to Rupee due to this pair faced stiff resistance from its previous swing high which helped Rupee to gain 80 
paise during the week. Further gain in Rupee going ahead are expected to be limited as the news came on 
satarday  that Houthi rebels in Yemen deployed 10 armed drones which hit two large Saudi Aramco oil 
facilities causing massive fires which resulted in production suspension of 5.7 million barrels of crude oil 
per day. This escalated tensions could continue to induce high volatility among the currencies of emerging 
nation from which even Rupee can not escape.  
 
TECHNICAL FACTORS- 
a) Emergence of bearish candles near 61.8% of Fibonacci retracement from the low of 63.25 to the high of 
74.49 mark suggest negative sentiment for pairs 
b) But  Gap up opening is expected on the back of global news. 
c) However, pair is going to face stiff resistance near 72.45-72.60 zone while sustainability above the same 
can weaken the rupee till 73 mark 
d) A decisive break below 70.84 can push down towards 70.10 and 69.70 mark on downside 

                



BSE Code 524715 Buy Price 435-440 & 415-420

NSE Symbol SUNPHARMA Stop Loss 404

52wk Range H/L 679/344.55 Target Price1 470

Mkt Capital (Rs Cr) 105570.74 Target Price2 498

Av.Cash Volume(,000) 5846 Upside in Tgt1 9.94%

Open Interest 2508800 Upside in Tgt2 16.49%

STDC BUY SUNPHARMA @ 435-440 & 415-420 SL-404 (CLOSING BASIS) TGT-470,498

20-09-19

STDC : Long / BUY 30-Aug-19

Technical Chart

The stock has given a bullish breakout above 200 DMA . A positive divergence was also formed in Stochastic on daily chart.

Therefore some upward rally is expected  in the stock in short term.
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BSE Code 500325 Buy Price 1203

NSE Symbol RELIANCE Stop Loss 1071

52wk Range H/L 1417/1017 Target Price1 1333

Mkt Capital (Rs Cr) 808,836 Target Price2 1375

Av.Cash Volume(,000) 428683 Upside in Tgt1 11%

Open Interest Upside in Tgt2 14%

STDC- BUY RELIANCE @ 1255-1235 AND ON DIP TOWARDS 1173-1147 SL- 1072 (CLOSING BASIS) TGT-1333, 1375

 

20-09-19

STDC : Long / BUY 23-Aug-19

Technical Chart

On daily scale RELIANCE has formed a DB around 1095 and after forming DB it has moved in impulse towards 1304.45,

now it is trading in wave 2 and retraced 37.5% of just preceding impulse (wave1) and yesterday it has opened the door for

wave 3. Incase of normal wave 2 formation we advice to buy in the range of 1255 to 1235 and if it enters in complex wave

2 then we further recommend to accumulate in the range of 1173-1147. Here wave1 is strong so wave 2 never be

complex in normal case as it has laready given indication of less than 50% retracemnt. Hence we recommend buy for the

price target of 1333 and 1375 with 1072 (on closing basis) as stop loss.
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BSE Code 532155  Buy Price 140-145 & 120-125

NSE Symbol GAIL Stop Loss 110

52wk Range H/L 200/144 Target Price1 180

Mkt Capital (Rs Cr) 69467.46 Target Price2 200

Av.Cash Volume(,000) 31955.03 Upside in Tgt1 20%-30%

Open Interest NA Upside in Tgt2 30%-40%

20-09-19
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STDC : Long / BUY 10-Jul-19

Technical Chart

STDC BUY GAIL AROUND 140-145, ON DIP 120-125 SL 110(CLOSING BASIS), TARGET 180-200

Weekly chart of GAIL reveals that demand is increasing and supply is diminishing. Channel support line from

lower levels is displaying trend reversal and creates buying opportunity at current juncture. As of now, stock is

taking support from its ascending triangle resistance line on monthly chart which augur well for the Bulls and

indicate surge on upside . Apart from this, rising Histogram in MACD daily signals optimism, which further

suggest upside move in the counter in coming sessions. BUY GAIL AROUND 140-145, ON DIP 120-125 SL

110(CLOSING BASIS), TARGET 180-200



BSE Code 532955 Buy Price 155-161 & 138-142

NSE Symbol RECLTD Stop Loss 125

52wk Range H/L 169/89 Target Price1 220

Mkt Capital (Rs Cr) 27066 Target Price2 260

Av.Cash Volume(,000) 33489 Upside in Tgt1 25%-34%

Open Interest NA Upside in Tgt2 25%-47%

STDC : BUY RECL AROUND 161-155 AND 138-142 SL 125 TARGET 220/ 260

20-09-19

STDC : Long / BUY 25-Jun-19

Technical Chart

Scrip is moving in a well defined ascending channel with multiple touch point and appears to be having a strong

support around 138- 142 levels as it bounced back couple of time from the demand line. It also maintained its

uptrend on the long term chart and is trading well above its short and long term moving averages(20/ 50 /200

DMA). The momentum oscillator, RSI is also favors the price pattern. One can accumulate the stock around 155

and lower around 138-142 zone for an upside target of 220/260 and a stop loss should maintain 125 closing

basis.
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06-Aug-19

20-09-19
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Lead Prices To Trades Below $1800/tonne on Falling Demand



06-Aug-19

20-09-19

Lead Prices To Trades Below $1800/tonne on Falling Demand
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